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MITIGATE THE CYBERSECURITY
RISKS FOR YOU & YOUR CLIENTS
WITH BLACKCLOAK

The daily news is filled with stories of data breaches, hacked companies, and personal information theft. Intellectual property,
corporate assets, personal information, pictures and private details are being stolen at record rates. Cybercrime is expected to cost
$6 trillion by 2021, and here in the U.S., a data breach costs a company on average $8.19 million.

BLACKCL OAK FOR ATTORNE YS .
Attorneys are particularly susceptible to cyber-attacks given the sensitive nature of the information with which they are constantly
entrusted. From corporate lawyers with knowledge affecting publicly traded securities to trusts & estates attorneys with private
financial details, protection from cyber threats is paramount both in the office and when working from home. BlackCloak can
provide that security when working outside of the office, ensuring that your clients’ information is protected.

BLACKCL OAK FOR YOUR C ORP ORATE & HNW/HIG H PROFILE CLIE NTS .
Your clients are also susceptible to the same cyber threats mentioned above. From corporate executives, high-profile individuals,
and those with high net worth, BlackCloak can provide the same concierge level service to your clients as well. Where corporations
cannot monitor their executives in their homes and on personal devices, BlackCloak closes that gap and ensures the executive and
their family are protected from cyber threats that can serve as potential points of compromise into the executive’s company. And
even for those that are not corporate executives, BlackCloak provides personal protection for those clients who are at an increased
risk for targeting by cyber criminals.
Our dedicated team of cybersecurity professionals provides a bespoke concierge package to our customers that utilizes enterprisegrade cybersecurity software and tools that are commensurate with their digital risk profile.

PREVENT THE BRE ACH - P ARTNER WITH BL ACKCLOAK
Persons who are protected by BlackCloak are less likely to be the point of compromise from phishing emails and other malicious
cyber-attacks. BlackCloak hardens clients’ cybersecurity and privacy, continuously monitors for suspicious behavior on their personal
networks and devices, and prevents the hack from every occurring or impacting the client.
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PARTNER WITH BL ACKCLOAK AFTER A BRE ACH
As a part of remediating a data breach, BlackCloak provides clients with Concierge Cybersecurity to ensure that the client was not
the source of the attack and does not become a vulnerable point in the future.
Partner with BlackCloak and protect you and your clients’ digital footprints.
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